
Why have my emails been rejected by another email provider?
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In the past, users may have encountered problems sending emails to some large external mail providers,
such as:  Microsoft's Hotmail/Office 365 Yahoo BT AOL Gmail  This is often down to the large quantities of
emails sent from our platform to these providers. Our teams ensure that the reputation of our IP addresses
remains clean, but additional steps may be required by those who use our mail platform if you encounter
problems sending emails to these providers. How will I know if this is affecting me? If you attempt to send
an email to a provider listed above and receive a message such as: 421 Too many messages, then it's
possible the server you're sending from has been rate limited or blocked by a provider. These blocks generally
last anywhere from 24-48 hours, and allows providers such as ourselves to mitigate any spam that could have
caused the issues. What can I do to allow me to send mail? One thing you can do is add an SPF (Sender
Policy Framework) record whenever a domain is set up to use our mail servers.A better example of an SPF
record for use with our systems is: v=spf1 exists:%{i}.mta.spf.extendcp.co.uk
exists:%{i}.web.spf.extendcp.co.uk -all This should be added as a `TXT` record within the DNS with the
`hostname` field left blank. Additionally, you can try sending from a different mail server. All of our mail servers
allow SMTP authentication regardless of your assigned incoming mail server. If you're unsure where to locate
a mail server, our support teams can assist. Failing that, our webmail platform sends from different IP
addresses than our mail servers, and can be used to send an email.
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